Cloud Transformation

An inevitable journey that unlocks
a step-change in value realisation
across the organisation
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Deloitte see Cloud as more than a technology conversation.
It is a business one that will redefine peak business performance.
Deloitte’s approach to enabling cloud
Building cloud capabilities, end-to-end, iteratively.
True transformation starts with ambition. Define
your ambition by getting the right focus, design it by
getting the concept right, and achieve your ambition
by rapidly getting your business to scale.

68% of CIOs
ranked spending
on cloud as the
top IT spending
driver1

Get to the future faster with cloud
With robust capabilities in cloud automation and application modernization, backed by our unparalleled industry and business innovation
expertise, Deloitte can guide you through this foundational transformation and unlock your organization’s full potential. Common
motivations for moving to the cloud for clients we have engaged with include:

Public cloud
market will
grow 35% in
20212

Elastic Compute
and Scalability

Embarking on the journey
Imagine
Initiate
Understand why cloud
matters and what
makes it possible

Engage
Enable early adopters
to take the first steps

Converge
Ensure key stakeholders
have a shared vision
and are aligned on a
common path

100% growth
in cloud traffic
since the
pandemic1

By 2022,
90% of
organizations
will rely on
hybrid cloud

20-40%
reduction in
TCO for core
systems3

Building what works best
The market is moving,
with or without you.
Legacy systems can’t compete
with the speed and flexibility of
cloud. By securing your business
value, you can be reaching
the right balance between
enterprise capabilities and
emerging technologies
and services.

Deliver
Mobilize
Define operating
model and assess
organizational
readiness

Adopt
Establish full
operating capability

Scale
Drive broader
adoption and extend
cloud capabilities
where possible

Innovate and optimize
Run

Security Is At The Core Of Successful Cloud Adoption
A difference between security on premise and in the cloud is the split
responsibilities between consumer and CSP in each of the deployment
models. Further complicating matters is often the challenge of data
privacy as it relates to jurisdiction and sovereignty. The benefit however,
is that often the toolbox exists to establish a highly secure environment
with less complexity, and often costs, than doing so on premise.

Collateral
benefits of
cloud security

Security in
cloud

Convergence
of IT/OT

Optimize
Continuously refine cloud
capabilities for Strategic
impact

Innovate
Relentlessly challenge your
own operating model and
perspective every minute
to foster innovation

Because Cloud providers build data centers and network architecture to meet the
requirements of the most security-sensitive organizations the security of Cloud
infrastructure often exceeds that of on-premise infrastructure. All customers benefit
from the requirements of the few. Maximizing on these controls, allows all customers
the opportunity to benefit from the requirements of the few.
Although Cloud provider secure the Cloud itself, customers retain control of what
security they choose to implement to protect their own content, platform, applications,
systems and networks, no differently than they would in an on-site datacenter.
We have created an integrated industrial cyber security capability, which focuses on the
key business processes to keep your operations running. This includes the increasing
breadth of security to IT/OT integration and the ICS/OT systems. Our holistic OT Security
solution allows stakeholders to 1) identify, manage, and mitigate security risks in their
ICS/OT systems, 2) detect, respond and recover from security events and incidents and
3) design and build resilient ICS/OT environments.

IoT devices
on mining
equipment can
enable predictive
maintenance &
anomaly detection

Winning means having the
ability to be build products
and services with a better,
faster, cheaper technologies
and components. You’re ready
to implement cutting-edge
technology when the time is
right and are in a position to
disrupt the industry and the
marketplace

Reduce
TCO of Data
Analytics

Quicker
time to
Implement

Unlock the value hidden within your data
Once a strong cloud strategy has been defined
and workloads are being migrated, an analytics
platform powered by the cloud has incredible
potential to generate insights for your
organization through access to your data in a
centralized location, data analytics and cloud
technologies can unlock a layer of insights into
your organisation, its operations and become
an invaluable source to make informed
decisions on real data.

Data
Your people, guests, and
operations create and
have access to oceans of
data, which fuel a natural
cycle of innovation

Enable
Digitisation

Centralize
Data Platform

Improve Security
Needs

Edge Computing
will be key to
unlocking low
latency transmission
and processing

Imagine if the time &
cost of legacy infrastructure
disappeared. By blending the
best of the old with the new
and leveraging your strengths,
you can relentlessly break
apart current constraints
and be rethinking with new
paradigms to move beyond
your limitations.

Cloud technology will assist with centralising functions and
controls for mining operations spanning multiple locations

Cloud
Harnessing the potential
of the public cloud
infrastructure and cloud
native services will enable
you to generate actionable
insights in the most costeffective manner

Analytics
Through data science, big
data and advanced cognitive
tools; analytics helps you
turn that data into smarter,
actionable insights that
boost stronger outcomes
for your organization and
optimisations within your
operations

Digital
Those insights create a
richer digital connection
with your operations and
help you become a more
“digital organization”, with
the ability to react, reinvent,
grow, and innovate
continuously.

